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e advocate for an active, informed and involved citizenry

contributing toward- A transformed society and responsive

government through,

A strong, organized civil society that actively promotes, 

A culture of democracy and supports the development of

Connected, purposeful and active communities.

Encouraging citizen engagement with burning issues in politics and

development.

Holding public and political forums that encourage peaceful and

constructive dialogue.

Providing democracy education.

 Observing elections.

Strengthening civil society and community voices.

 Building functional and effective relationships between communities

and local government.

ince our establishment in 1993 we have achieved this mission by:-S
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IN SOUTH AFRICA. WE BUILD STRONG AND ACTIVE
COMMUNITIES THAT CAN HOLD THOSE IN POWER TO
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ADAPTING TO THE
"NEW UNUSUAL"

1.

DIRECTOR 'S  NOTE  

BY  DR .  PAUL  KAR IUK ,  PHD

The greatest impact of the pandemic on organizations

such as ours has been adapting our work to the “new

unusual”, working remotely and using technology to

deliver on our vision and mission. This change

necessitated a rethink of better ways of serving our

diverse constituency keeping in line with our mission of

mobilizing, educating and

activating citizenship in society.

In order to maximize our reach, we adopted a multi-media

approach comprised of international, national and local

(community) radio stations, as well as social media

platforms such as Facebook Instagram and newspapers

(both print and electronic). We engaged the public on

various topical issues of national importance ranging from

tackling racism to gender-based violence, as well as the

government response to COVID-19 and the role of

political parties in working together with citizens to

improve service delivery and holding government

accountable. Through these engagements, our footprint

grew nationwide, beyond KwaZulu Natal, reaching

audiences in the Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga

provinces. This positive outcome was primarily as a result

of partnerships and collaborations with like-minded civic

organizations who share our ethos and vision.

On the fundraising front, the DDP has been awarded

three-year funding from the European Union (EU), worth

R14 Million for a project aimed at lessening xenophobic

tendencies in KwaZulu Natal. The project commenced

officially in November after signing of the contract and we

have recruited the team that will be implementing project

activities from January 2021. We are excited about the

intervention and the possibilities it will offer our

organization in leading conversations about migration and

policies about migration management in South Africa.  

As an organization, we remain optimistic that through

technology we will maximize opportunities to engage all

our constituencies in 2021. It is a privilege to mobilize

citizens from all walks of life in protecting and sustaining

our hard-earned democracy. The organization is well-

positioned to continue being a catalyst in fulfilling this role

in KwaZulu Natal, leveraging on strategic relationships that

we have forged and nurtured over the years. It is upon this

foundation that we are building upon in preparing the

citizenry for 2021 Local Government elections.

Happy reading!

Dr Paul Kariuki

Executive Director

       he year 2020 has been a defining moment for

our country following the outbreak of Covid-19 and

subsequent disruptions that have ensued since the

inception of the lockdown in March.
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Encouraging citizen engagement with burning issues in politics

and development.

Holding public and political forums that encourage peaceful and

constructive dialogue.

Providing democracy education.

Strengthening civil society and community voices.

Building functional and effective relationships between

communities and local government.

On a positive note, we have been able to see the resilience

of not only the human spirit, but also of the public institutions that

we have entrusted the protection of our democracy to. Whilst, in

mid 2020, there were several reports indicating that there has been

a large misappropriation of Covid-19

relief funds, there seems to be a move towards greater

accountability, as in October, the Hawks and the National

Prosecuting Authority have engaged in a number of arrests of key

individuals involved in corruption and maladministration.

Further positives, include the ability of the civil society sector to

pivot quickly towards innovation through the use of online

platforms and other hybrid methods to maintain public participation

mechanisms. This public participation, is an important step in the

work of keeping the nature of our democracy sufficiently open and

vibrant – towards engaging all the stakeholders in the governance

process.

For the Democracy Development Program, our work

broadly engaged the following tenets of our mission:

Our work cut across the building of community capacity to

engage with local issues through our civic engagement dialogues

and local government dialogues. We further held critical

national conversations through our forums and online platform

– within which we were able to reach communities outside of

our existing KwaZulu Natal, Eastern Cape and Gauteng

constituencies.

The support we received from our civil society partners such as

Afesis Corplan, Africa Unite, Pietermaritzburg Agency for

Community Social Action and others reflected the need for civil

society to be united in the building of knowledgeable and active

citizens.

The organization also undertook the unprecedented task

of embarking on the research and knowledge production

process which has culminated in the publishing of 7

compendiums – all with the intention of unpacking

various aspects of our socio-political environment.

The support of the DDP board and our core donor partner,

the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung remain integral to our success

and relevance in the civil society space.

2. BROAD OVERVIEW OF DDP'S WORK 

     020 has truly been an unprecedented year – both in the negative and positive sense. Negatively, due to the

extent of the pain and loss caused on families and individuals affected by the pandemic.  The public healthcare

crisis placed the work of many institutions, including governments across the world, in serious jeopardy. 

For South Africa, having just been downgraded to junk status in early March due to poor economic

performance, primarily led by underperforming state enterprises, poor infrastructure for supporting and

maintaining the viability of small businesses, as well as poor political accountability.

DDP SENIOR PROGRAMS OFFICER 

2

BY :  S PHAMAND LA  MHLONGO  
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The following section unpacks our work from
last last review in January June- July -

November 2020. 

Activate, Educate & Mobilize

2020 
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DDP hosted a Virtual Youth Panel Discussion on

Collaborative Youth Leadership and Activism: In the Fight

Against Gender-Based-Violence in Society. This

engagement was hosted on the 29th July 2020 via Zoom.

 

The panel discussion presented an overview of how young

people can work together through building networks,

relationships, knowledge exchange and cross provincial

businesses to contribute to the economic and socio-

political development. It discussed a question of how

young people strengthen their collaboration and how they

mitigate against those factors that weaken collective

impact through their interventions.

        fter realizing that the need for constant citizen engagement

has rapidly grew during the lockdown period in South Africa,

DDP has remained active and in constant communication with

its partners. The organization issued a call its stakeholders to

practice active citizenship, which essentially entails embracing

civic responsibility for societal good, which arises as a result of

interrelated behaviors and attitudes that contribute towards

the development of self and society. 

It arises when people make informed decisions about their

lives and then mobilize one another towards a common goal,

agreeing to participate voluntarily and actively in all efforts

aimed at promoting a sense of compassion and belonging in

society.

Since the lockdown regulations were in place, our work as civil

society did not stop. DDP and partners have continued to give

support and sometimes relief to societies. We shifted our

platforms of engagements to that of modern online, Zoom to

ensure that our goal of creating an active an informed citizenry

does not fail.

3. KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 
SHIFTING INTO VIRTUAL ENGAGEMENTS 

Below is a run-down of the various webinars we engaged on
in the past few months.
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3.1.  Youth Panel Discussion on
Collaborative Youth Leadership and

Activism
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Nevertheless, public engagement is one of our core areas of

work as we have the ability to understand the nature of

where society is, in terms of how actively engaged they are in

the fight towards a just and equal democratic society, and

what further work we have to do to educate about the politics

and institutions that are available for the public.

OUR ONLINE ENGAGEMNETS 
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3.2. Universal Basic Income Webinar

3.3. Pathways to Reform South Africa 

To inform citizens on the role of state institutions to provide

social security to all

Better understanding of the effect of universal basic income

on basic rights, such as human dignity– Increased

understanding of the economic case for Universal basic

income;

Better understanding of the role civil society and other key

stakeholders in campaigning towards the eventual

implementation Universal Basic Income as a policy of the

state

This engagement was held on the 21st September 2020 and was

attended by  33 citizens. 

Intended Outcome:

This discussion  was a call to action against GBV by young

males from different political movements, displaying the

strength that will come with collaborative leadership and

engagement. The indicator of this dialogue was to invite young people

from different sectors and genders to engage on the subject matter.

On the panel we had Thobani Zikalala from the Black Land First

Movement; Mlondi Ndaba from Elangeni FET College SASCO

and Sbonelo Ngubane from, Student Union President at

DUT Riverside Campus.
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Restoring economy, employment, accountability and public trust. 

This Mail & Guardian webinar was sponsored by the Democracy

Development Program (DDP) and was attended by 58 delegates.  

Speakers included Aubrey Mashiqi, independent political analyst;

Busi Sibeko, economist and researcher at the Institute for

Economic Justice (IEJ); Sanusha Naidu, foreign policy analyst and

Paul Kariuki, Executive Director at the DDP. The webinar was

moderated by Sphamandla Mhlongo, Senior Programmes Officer

at DDP.
DDP in partnership with BlackSash hosted a Virtual Webinar to

unpack following narrative for civil society and the public at large:

Unlocking the political will: Towards a universal basic income grant.

Activate, Educate & Mobilize



·        

The Democracy Development Program hosted a webinar on

Independent Candidacy and Its Implications on Political Parties:

Concerns, Challenges and Adaptation. This engagement was held

on the 18th August 2020 via Zoom (online) and was facilitated by

DDP’s Senior Programs Officer, Sphamandla Mhlongo.

This engagement hosted keynote speaker, Simon Mamabolo, the

Chief Electoral Officer of the Independent Elections

Commission (IEC); Hon. VF Hlabisa of the Inkatha Freedom Party

(IFP); Cllr. Nicole Graham of the Democratic Alliance (DA); Mrs

Rajbansi of the Minority Front (MF); Jameel Essop of the ACDP;

and Maggie Govender of the African National Congress (ANC).

The main objective of the webinar was to explore political parties’

views on independent candidacy, their concerns and

possible preparations that they may be doing in this regard

among other aspects.

The Democracy Development Program hosted a #women’smonth

panel discussion with an all-female panelist. Amongst the panelists

were: Thobeka Khubisa, an Activist and founder of the Thobeka

Khubisa Foundation; Buhle Motseme, a Social Entrepreneur and

Activist; Amanda Mathe, Entrepreneurial Strategic Planner and Media

Communications Exec as well as Thabile Buthelezi, an Entrepreneur

and Activist. This engagement was held on the 31st  August 2020 via

Zoom (online) and was facilitated by DDP’s Partner Liaison Officer,

Mbalenhle Mkhize and DDP Associate Facilitator, Makhosi Mandy

Chili. 

The theme of this discussion was Enabling young women’s

representation and activism in a politically contested era.

This engagement was followed by an amazing newsletter dedicated to

young women from different genres of society, see below figure 1.
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3.4. Celebrating Women’s month

Above: webinar, Women's month panel discussion

Figure 1: Women's month Newsletter 

3.5. Various political engagements

Above: Buhle Gweba, member of EFF with Previn
Vedan ANC ward councillor in Chatsworth

We have a also hosted a capacity building workshop for

political party representatives working in the branch executive

structures, and other volunteer structures in communities. This

workshop was attend by around 20 young aspirant political

leaders, some of whom already hold leadership roles within their

party, and within government (with one of the attendees being a

Proportional Representative Councilor in the eThekwini

Municipality.
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We also hosted an online dialogue via WhatsApp to unpack

the narrative of youth representation in politics and

government. This engagement was held on the 30th

September 2020.

We  partnered with Lindelani Youth Forum to deliver a

Gender-Based Violence dialogue in Ntuzuma on the 10th

November 2020.

Bottlebrush to understand their community better, develop a

good understanding of the system of democracy, local

government systems and structures, and how they can better

utilize those structures.

This presented an opportunity for community members to

engage with their ward councilors, Cllr. Previn Vedan ,and

members of his Branch Executive Committee. The same

opportunity was offered to all contesting political parties in the

area, some of which  did not show up at the engagement.

The Local Elections Debate was hosted on the 31st of October

2020  at Shallcross Community Hall. This debate was meant to

encourage political tolerance at a community level, to achieve

peaceful elections for the upcoming Local Government Elections.

As the lockdown restrictions eased into lower levels, the

organization partnered with various stakeholders such as Africa

Unite and the Youth of Bottlebrush, a community  situated in

Chatsworth, Durban to deliver a Local Government Dialogue and

a Local Elections Debate.

Local Government Dialogue was held on the 24 October

2020 and was aimed at assisting the community of 

In partnership with Africa Unite, DDP hosted a Virtual Webinar

unpacking Police violence and accountability. This engagement was

hosted on the 09th September 2020. The panelists included: Human

Rights Lawyer Sohela Surajpal, Public interest Lawyer Elisha Kunene

and Dr. Msuya Activist and Lecture. This webinar was attended by

more than 50 delegates from all over SA. 
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3.6. Policing and Human Rights
webinar

Above: Public Interest Lawyer, Elisha Kunene
during a DDP Webinar.

Below left: Delegates at the Local Government
dialogue in Chatsworth

Above: Wiseman Dlamini, DDP Partner and
associate facilitator, at the Local government

dialogue in Chatsworth. 

3.7.  Community engagements

Working with our partners to deliver various community
dialogues. 
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This workshop was hosted on the 26th  August 2020 via Zoom,

and was delivered by Dr Dirk Brand, an experienced Lecturer

with a demonstrated history of working in the field of

constitutional law and public governance.

The Democracy Development Program in partnership with the

Lindelani Youth Forum hosted an online dialogue via WhatsApp to

unpack the narrative of youth representation in politics and

government. 

This engagement was held on the 30th September 2020.

We  also published a comprehensive compendium of

academic papers on Youth and Democracy and youth political

activism which covered various topics including: Youth political

Awareness and participatory democracy in SA; Youth Activism in post

apartheid South Africa-looking at the #FeesMustFall protests as well

as nation building through youth political participation

and activism in SA among others. 

Working with young people in all spheres of our society is an

ongoing process for DDP, hence our program, Youth in Politics.

Above: Dr. Dirk Brand at the DDP Local
Government conference in Durban.

On 28 October 2020,  DDP hosted a workshop to engage with

the (Khawuleza) District Development Model. The model was

introduced in 2019 by the president as a new model of fast-

tracking and improving service delivery at local level, but there

has been no engagement and consultation with the civil

society and communities for their input on how this process will

and should unfold.

This engagement was facilitated by Sthembiso Madlala from

the Association Social Engagement Facilitators of South Africa.
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3.8. Youth in politics engagements

DDP Youth in Politics program:  mobilize, educate
and activate young people to equip them  in co-
creating a new South Africa as an active citizen

3.9. Capacity building and
strengthening program for civil

society

Capacity building in relation to enhancing civil society’s
political sharpness to hold the state accountable.

We have hosted various capacity building engagements
virtually on the following themes.

Repositioning Local Government Finance Towards
Improved Service Delivery

      

Co-Production in Local Communities

This webinar was held on the 22nd September 2020

and was facilitated by Dr. Dirk Brand alongside Prof Tony

Bovaird, Chief Executive of the non-profit organization

Governance International and Emeritus Professor of Public

Management and Policy at INLOGOV, University of Birmingham,

UK.

The objective of this workshop was to stimulate discussion

about the potential for co-production or co-creation of public

services in order to respond constructively to some of the

complex challenges in society.

District Development Model

Activate, Educate & Mobilize



The lockdown, across the world,  created greater interest in

pursuing alternative methods for teaching and learning,

connecting and keeping  abreast with current affairs. 

The extent of this interest also comes at an opportune moment as

South African authorities (namely the Competition Commission

and ICASA) made headway in discussions with communications

providers to consider lowering the cost of data, to make it more

accessible and competitive.
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   Fundraising for Student Organizations

This workshop was hosted by DDP in partnership with the

Pietermaritzburg Agency for Community Social Action(PACSA)

an organization working at the Durban University of

Technology’s Pietermaritzburg campus. The workshop was held

virtually on the 3rd November 2020. 

The workshop was attended by 10 participants, about 8 of

whom were members of a Student Union, and the others being

PACSA staff. 

The process was an attempt at conducting a hybrid workshop

that meant that the DDP Senior Programs Officer, Sphamandla

Mhlongo would facilitate virtually, whilst the workshop

attendees were engaged in a physical meeting at the PACSA

offices.

3.10. Citizen political education –
the success of our community radio

engagements

After recognizing that post the official lockdown, social

distancing will still likely need to be considered, this will

ultimately impact our ability to convene large spaces for the

purposes of civic engagement and education. 

DDP has continued to work with various community radio

stations in the KwaZulu Natal region in delivering robust

conversations on different societal issues in order for citizens to

remain active in their civic duties. 

We have worked with the following radio stations to deliver more

than 15 radio talk shows on different political and social issues:

Inanda FM – INK area, in the Durban Metropolitan area,

broadcasts in IsiZulu and English, with an audience of more

than 160,000.

Intokozo FM- biggest community radio situated at the 

Vibe FM-Located at KwaMashu Township, eThekwini Region,

reaching  250 000 listeners. 

Siyathuthuka FM- based in eNdwendwe municipality,

Itheku FM- Based in Hammersdale, west of Durban, reaching

80 000 listeners. 

heart of SA’s biggest township in KZN, uMlazi  reaching a 100

000 listeners.

Ilembe District Municipality, reaching 80 000 people in rural

KZN.

83.3 % of these radio partners have utilized their online presence

to engage more people in various topics offered by DDP. 

 Responses from online audiences often referred to the content

of each show, indicating the importance of DDP's work in

enhancing democracy.  

Activate, Educate & Mobilize



Cllr. Nicole Graham is an Executive Committee
Councillor in the eThekwini Council and the leader
of the DA Caucus in the city. The EXCO is
where executive authority vests in the Council
space and consists of ten members, chaired by the
Mayor. She also leads their  caucus team, which
comprises the DA’s 59 Councillors in eThekwini.
She is deployed in ward 26, which includes North
Beach, South Beach and the Point. However,
because she is in a leadership role, she ended
up working with councillors and communities
across eThekwini.

“I consider myself a friend of DDP, as I have been
working with and attending DDP events for many
years. I think the work of developing, entrenching
and broadening democracy and democratic
processes is absolutely critical and something that
is close to my heart. The more we engage and
debate, the better we understand each other. I also
have a background in high school and university
debate, so I love a good discussion,” she said. 

Graham has been involved in a number of DDP
engagements, both as a speaker and a  participant.
At the beginning of August, she gave an
overwhelming presentation at the DDP Virtual
webinar that explored independent candidacy and
its implications on political parties. She has also
been featured on the DDP special edition
newsletter for the women’s month. 

“My main concern about South African politics is
that it is not guided by the inputs and credentials of
individuals, but rather by race, rhetoric and
personal interest. People have lost faith in our
political systems because they don’t address their
concerns, which only deepens the problems. The
less people care, the more the corrupt and the
useless get away with,” she added.
 
Her goal as civil servant,  is to build a robust
political system that is guided by principle,
democratic debate and public interest.

In this section we explore the impact of our work

through individuals and organizations who are

making a difference in their communities using the

DDP methodology, material and have benefited from

our various engagements.

Cllr. Nicole Graham, Democratic Alliance 
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i. Young women in political
leadership spaces

3.11. DDP Key stories of
impact
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Isaac Khambule is a Lecturer at the School of Built
Environment and Development Studies, University of
KwaZulu-Natal. He teaches Political Economy,
Economic Development and Development
Management. Khambule’s interdisciplinary
background is informed by his educational training in
Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE). A 
 background that led to a solid understanding of
matters relating to immediate social, political and
economic affairs. 

Isaac holds a Doctorate in Development Studies
(UKZN), a Masters of Commerce specializing in
Regional and Local Economic Development (UKZN), a
Bachelor of Arts Honours specializing in Philosophy,
Politics and Economics (University of Cape Town), and
a Bachelor of Social Science in Political Science and
Philosophy (UKZN). 

Khamule has been working with DDP since 2019, on
various project related to political development, local
government and key political and economic issues
facing the youth in South Africa and across the African
landscape. He was part of the Youth Indaba, Political
Parties working Group and further contributed to
some papers related to the DDP’s mission. 

“Working with DDP has been a tremendous
experience as it expanded my community outreach
base and ensured that the work I do, and the
work done by DDP reaches the broader audience.
DDP, through the various dialogues it has had, has also
created space for knowledge sharing based on the
research I do at the university. The latest example is
the District Development Model dialogue that was
held on the 28th of October, which provided a
platform to present the recent research I have been
conducting on this issue. I was able to get the message
across the various platform that DDP has provided
and continues to provide for community engagement.

 The delegates from communities, civil societies and
political organisations ensured that the message
reached the intended audience” he said. 
He added that young people have an important role to
play in institutionalizing democracy and ensuring the
democratic gains are protected. 

Dr. Isaac Khambule; Lecturer UKZN 
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ii. Young people in academic spaces: Dr. Isaac Khambule 

Further to this, young people are the custodian of the future and

of this country and should play a decisive role in influencing policy

formulation and implementation in South Africa. It therefore

becomes important for civil society organizations to be at the

heart of institutionalizing and deepening the country’s democracy.
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Bonginkosi Khanyile is a #FeesMustFall activist who is
currently serving 3 years of house arrest for his
involvement in the protest.

He holds a National Diploma in Public Management
(Cum Laude), Bachelor Degree of Technology in Public
Management and Social Sciences Honours Degree,
and is currently doing his master’s in public policy at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal.

As a young activist, Khanyile has been working with
DDP in giving presentations at virtual events and
working with the DDP Partner Liaison and
Development Officer, Mbalenhle Mkhize on the DDP
Youth in Democracy program. 

"I give talks and speeches on different topics and in
different types of audiences. I have been in different
parts of provinces around the country dealing with
issues relating to the state of higher education.

I worked very well with DDP and the message was
far-reaching, I equally hope we will have another
session when gatherings are permitted, that will be
more effective in getting the message out there.” He
added.

Bonginkosi Khanyile, #FeesMustFall
activist
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iii. #FeesMustFall Activist- Bonginkosi Khanyile 

Above: Bonginkosi Khanyile during a DDP Virtual
webinar 
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Amanda Mathe is a Managing Director of Ndlovukazi
Online Media, Digital Media Consultant. She is a
professional journalist, with years of experience in the
news media, corporate social media management, and
online development. 

She currently sits as a  stakeholder and representative
of women in the technology sphere of Durban,
advising on the Internet For All South Africa initiative
as the WEF Global Shaper. She is currently listed as a
Visionary Leader of the Engineering Symposium Africa
conference 2017. She holds a National Diploma in
Journalism from the Durban University of Technology.

Mathe has traveled across the province concerning
4IR and I-STEAM learning for youth in and out of
school. She has supported research on
youth and politics in South Africa. She is the founder of
Qhakaza Girl, an initiative that aims to place young
women in professional tech spaces. They target
women who are already studying tech related
diplomas and degrees.

"It has been an insightful and pleasurable experience
to work with the Democracy Development Program,
an organization that enables you able to get the
message to the intended audience as per your
involvement in different engagements", she said. 

She added that civil society is a critical component for
any democracy to function.  In recent years and more
especially during 2020 we have seen what
consultation or lack thereof can result in a country
presenting signs of lack of governance as well as
accountability. 

Civil society is the accountability thread in any country
and it must maintain its autonomy for its value to be
measured and respected.

Amanda Onamandla Math, Media and
Communications Executive 
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iv. Young women making a difference in communities  

The following section will look at the advocacy work done by DDP and partners in an
effort to enhance our country's democracy. 
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SECTION B
 OUR ADVOCACY

WORK
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 The Democracy Development Program in partnership with Africa

Unite and Empophomeni/ Howick West youth hosted a youth

representation awareness campaign. This campaign was done on

the 3rd of October 2020, under the theme “Enhancing Youth

Representation in the Local Government Spectrum”. Umngeni

Municipality is a small town in KZN which is critically faced with

triple threat inequality, unemployment, and poverty, and that

mostly affects vulnerable groups such as youth and women.

        orking with Afesis, DDP has secured more than 30 civil society

organization across South Africa who have joined the call for a change

and improvement in the way our municipalities are run as highlighted

by the Auditor-General report on municipal audit results. We have

identified seven low-hanging fruit and game-changing interventions

necessary to turn local governance around. This document has been

submitted to the Department of Cooperative Governance and

Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on

Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, South African Local

Government Association (SALGA), and other key game players in

local governance.

Virtual webinar- unpacking the contents of the Auditor General’s

2018/19 Report and was held via zoom on the 16th September

2020.

 In preparation for this call, we hosted the following interventions:

Media briefing – to broaden the voice of the call. 

This briefing was attend by more than 20 media houses. DDP and Afesis

conducted radio interviews on this narrative, and we were published in

the Daily Dispatch, Independent Online, Talk radio 702.

4. OUR ADVOCACY WORK  
This session explores recent works by DDP and partners in exploring civil society activism in societies,

looking at political and social issue.
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4.1. Working with Afesis Corplan 

4.2. Youth Representation
Awareness Campaign 

Above: Invitation to the media briefing on 29
October 2020.

Above: Virtual media briefing in partnership with
Afesis Corplan.
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Due to high levels of inequality, unemployment, and poverty young

people of this community have involved themselves in illegal high-

risk activities. This has often resulted in serious mental health

disorders amongst the youth and high usage of drugs and alcohol,

which potently diverts their attention hence we see a scarce youth

representation in South Africa.
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Above from left: Wiseman Dlamini; DDP's
Mbalenhle Mkhize and Melusi Mahlaba during the

campaign in Howick. 
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Above: Youth holding placards during the
campaign in Howick. 

This awareness campaign consisted of walking around Howick

West with a PA system and Loud hailer educating citizens about

local government and how the youth can actively participate in

available structures in their community. 

This was a 5 KM walk, with 3 stops in between and distributed the

DDP materials My Vote Counts and Democracy and You pamphlet

and booklet. Through this engagement we were able to reach over

100 community members as they were able to listen to our

message in the comfort of their homes, listening in from their

yards.

Above: Youth holding a placard during the
campaign in Howick. 

The following section
unpacks the work related
to our theme of the year:

Building partnerships
towards

an active and informed
electorate

Activate, Educate & Mobilize
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SECTION C
 EMERGING

PARTNERSHIPS 
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     he Democracy Development Program team hosted a Zoom

meeting with the UKZN’s Students Governance and Leadership

Development Unit team. This meeting was to discuss a

possible partnership and collaboration in the work related to

Democracy, Governance and Leadership. As DDP we value youth

and political development, we are therefore open to possible

partnerships that are mutually beneficial and mostly benefit

youth development and leadership.

5. EMERGING PARTNERSHIPS   
Building partnerships towards  an active and informed electorate
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This year we hosted three powerful engagements through

the Student Dialogue Project. These dialogues were held

under the theme “Reimagining youth participation as an

informed electorate”. This was aimed at enhancing young

people’s understanding of democracy and it’s processes,

achieving changes in how young people, understand the

role that they have to play in their communities beyond

political party constituencies and educational

institutional boundaries

and to develop young people’s understanding of what an

informed electorate looks like.

We were also planning to host our 5th Annual Youth

Indaba under the theme “Reimagining youth political

activism in the 26 years of democracy in South Africa”.

Due to the lockdown and COVID-19 regulations we could

not host the conference this year, but we however chose 

Above: UKZN students during the UKZN Student Clubs,
Societies and Organizations Inductions

to contribute intellectually by producing a Compendium

that spoke to the above-mentioned theme.

Through our passion in enhancing youth participation in

local government, we have agreed to work together with

UKZN’s Students Governance and Leadership

Development Unit, by collaborating in three major

activities/ projects which are; Student Dialogues – on a

range of topics (active citizenship, party politics etc),

Capacity building – training and workshops for student

leadership as well as elections-related training and

Elections Support – observer training; conflict

management; pre, during and post elections processes

etc.

Above: Simon Mamabolo, Chief Electoral Officer at the
Independent Electoral Commission 
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 COMMUNICATIONS
UPDATES

SECTION D
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         he communications department at DDP is responsible for

communicating the work of the organization with the outside

world. This department ensures that the image of the organization is

consistent with its mission and culture. Using different online (and

other means of communications) mediums to promote the work of the

organization, to mobilize and inform citizens about the good work that

is done by DDP.

Since the beginning of 2020, DDP communications department has

extended its reach and broadened its level of consultation across all

mediums, breaking new ground in its outreach efforts. Highlight and

major achievements during the period under review include:

On twitter and Instagram, we have been able to grow the number of

followers through working with partners, and allowing them to

interact with us on this platform, sharing and retweeting their

content, and also the blog posts have been very helpful in ensuring

that our presence is recognized. And, the use of the scheduling

platforms such as the Later App, Studio and social media tools is also

making our work as an organization easy in reaching our audience. 

We have added a LinkedIn page to our social media tools, this has

taken our presence to a more professional audience. This platform is

still growing, and the plan is to ensure that it grows. 

Our website and database is doing well too. This year we have added

new tabs on the site, ie podcasts, here we share all the radio

interviews by DDP staff, as well all our radio engagements since the

national lockdown commenced.  The use of our database through the

website is also bearing great fruits, our database gets new users each

time we have engagements.

Our presence in the media has been tremendous, we have had a grate

deal of live radio interviews, giving analysis on renowned stations

such as The Voice of the Cape, Cape Talk, Khaya FM, Talk

radio 702, and the BBC World Radio to name a few.  We have also

been very active in our partner community radio stations. We have

given analysis on different societal and political issues; our executive

Director has published several articles in news outlets such as the

Mail and Guardian.

 Our social media presence and engagement have been growing since

the beginning of the year in review. For Facebook, we have invested in

boosting our posts for invitations to our engagements which has

resulted in an increase in the number of people that each post

reaches.  We have gained more followers due to our virtual

engagements going live on Facebook, allowing us to reach more

audiences. See figure 3 below 

6. COMMUNICATIONS UPDATES  
DDP communicating its work through  various mediums. 
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        i. Our social media presence

Figure 3; social media reach

     ii. DDP in the media 
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DDP
UPCOMING
EVENTS
T H U R S D A Y  19  N O V E M B E R

2020

Local  Government Conference:

Ref lect ion on  20  years  of  Local

Government in  SA in  partnership

with  the Mai l& Guardian and

other  key Civ i l  Society

Organizat ion's .  
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Meet the
DDP

TEAM 

 SEASON GREATINGS FROM THE
DDP TEAM   

The DDP Team wishes you peace, joy and
prosperity throughout the coming year. 

As we reflect upon the good things we
have…  like our partnership with you, we

appreciate working with you and hope
that the holidays and the coming year will bring

you happiness and success. 

Thank you for your continued support and
partnership. We look forward to working with

you in the years to come.

The DDP staff is made up of talented and experienced
individuals, who are committed to the work of the

organization in building a strong, sustainable and active
citizenry. 
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Democracy Development Program (DDP) 
PO Box 11376, Marine Parade, Durban 4056 
2nd Floor DDP House, 32 Dullah Omar Lane,

Durban 4001 
 

Tel: +27 (0) 31 304 9305 
Fax: +27 (0) 31 306 2261 

info@ddp.org.za 
 www.ddp.org.za 

@ddpdemocracy | @ddp_democracy

We would love to hear from you! Leave a comment! Facebook.com/

Twitter.com / Youtube.com | Instagram.com, you can also visit our

website and share your stories!

The Democracy Development Program (DDP) is Funded by the Konrad
Adenauer- Stiftung (KAS).

Follow @KAS_SA    Facebook and Twitter.
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